Subject: Spelling
Evaluation: 2015/2016

HOUSE CARMEL
Areas for
Development

Strengths- from the children




Help desks really help the children
Year 2 like the words on the whiteboards
New spelling logs and Read Write Inc. Spelling- it helps
you to understand the spellings.

-Children would like
more spelling mats.
-More time to learn
their spellings for the
test.
-Find the spellings too
hard.
-Children nervous
about their spelling
tests.

Evidence

Priorities for
Development
1.

The Carmel house
leaders interviewed
children from their
house.

2.

Begin spelling club to help
children who are nervous
about their tests.
Organise a Spelling
Competition so that children
learn common exception
words for their year.

Summary of action: 2016/17
Priorities for
Development
1, Begin spelling club to help
children who are nervous
about their tests.

2, Organise a Spelling
Competition so that all
children learn common
exception words for their year
group.

Action
1.

Make a poster and launch in
spelling support in assembly.
2. Make a rota- who will support
children on which day? Spelling club
will only be once a week.
1, Think of a name and make posters/use the
website to advertise the event- deputies.
2, Meet with literacy leaders and share action
plan- Mr. Frelich and Mrs. Teale.
3, Plan class tests and decide when they are
going to take place- organise tiebreaker
questions.

Resources required
An assembly

Assembly to launch the
competition, literacy leaders
will support children when
choosing spellings
Spellings.
Mrs. Gurner will help set up
the celebration- challenge.

Sources
of
support

Monitoring
(By whom)

Success Criteria

Mrs.
Gurner

Children will feel more
confident during spelling
tests.

Literacy
Leaders
and Mrs.
Gurner

All pupils will spell
common exception word
spellings and feel
confident in using them in
their writing.

4, Plan the Spelling Competition- buzzers,
questions, set up the hall and organise a
prize!

